SEWER SOCIOLOGY
~ ¯ ¯
sew´·er so·ci·ol´o·gy,
the science of society, social institutions, and social relationships viewed through the eyes of a sewer;
specifically the systematic study of the development, structure, interaction, and collective sewer use of organized groups of
human beings.

Debunking the Halftime Flush
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M

ost sewer flows are characterized by repeatable
diurnal patterns that vary
among weekdays, weekends, and
holidays. This month, we examine
the impact of the Super Bowl on
sewer flows.
We have all heard tales of the
“halftime flush” during the Super
Bowl, but does this phenomenon
really occur? According to Nielsen
Media Research, Super Bowl XLI
(Indianapolis Colts vs. Chicago Bears)
was watched by more than 93 million
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television viewers. This represents a
substantial portion of the U.S. population and is sure to affect sewer flows
in some manner. We put sewer sociology to work to investigate further.
The figure (p. 87) shows flow monitor data from a residential area in
Indianapolis during Super Bowl XLI.
The green curve represents average
weekday flows, and the blue curve
represents average Sunday flows.
The red curve represents Super Bowl
Sunday. Note that above-average
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flows are observed for several hours
prior to the game, and a small peak is
observed prior to kickoff. However,
sewer flows are below average during the game and begin to increase
again after the game as Colts fans
celebrate their 29–17 victory over the
Bears. The infamous “halftime flush”
may occur at the stadium, but it is
not observed in residential America
where much of the population is
watching the game. Although not an
official holiday, Super Bowl Sunday

has its own unique diurnal pattern
that deviates from routine weekday
and weekend patterns, a characteristic shared by other more traditional
holidays.
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